open source tools such as SequoiaView
and d3.
Dozens of interesting variations have
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emerged such as the Voronoi treemaps

Frequent Flyers
This dataset was collected from
openflights.org via visualizing.org. The
boxes represent the ratio of international
to domestic flights for individual airports.
Larger sizes indicate more international
flights. The different colors represent the
variation in total number of routes served
by that airport. Greens represent less busy
airport while the bright hues show ones

and circular treemaps. Wikipedia offers
further perspectives on the topic as well
as links to treemapping software.

with large number of routes.

The color theme was inspired by Hans
Hofmann’s The Gate (above).

Frequent Flyers

My appreciation to Minhaz Rahman
Kazi for helping me realize this idea and
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contributing much to the aesthetics of the
results.
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Green Terps
This dataset was collected from Maryland
Open Data website. The dataset contains
historical data on total grant amount awarded
to different clean energy projects. The
projects are grouped first by county and then
by zipcode. They are aggregated into four
different technology types and were colored
accordingly: solar hot water, solar
photovoltaic, geothermal and wind. The
colors were chosen to represent the Maryland
flag. Each box represents the total amount
grant awarded for a certain technology in
certain zip code. The items were filtered to
show only values below $40,000 for grant
award amount.

Acknowledgement: Thanks to the UM

Green Terps

Treemap Art Project

Dept. of Computer Science for its help in
arranging this exhibit and UMIACS for
paying for printing and framing. Their
support is much appreciated.
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The Big Urbans
This urban population dataset for the year 2010 was collected from World Bank’s website. The visualization shows countries with
23.3 million or more urban population. The box sizes are urban population count. The color represents population density (people
per sq. km of land area) with the highest being greenish yellow (Bangladesh: 1159) and the lowest being purple (Canada: 4). The
coloring was done in 4 equally dense bins and using linear scale. The color palette was inspired by multiple Josef Albers’ works
while the composition and arrangement was inspired by Gene Davis. The diversity of city life is conveyed by the lively colors.

The Big Urbans

By Ben Shneiderman, August 2013
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Out There in The Air
The dataset was collected from US Energy
Information Administration. It contains 2010
data on total CO2 Emission (million metric
tons) as well per capita CO2 emission (metric
tons of CO2 per person) for all countries
categorized into 7 continents. There are 224
records in total.
The size of the boxes represents CO2
emission for countries while the color varies
by per capita CO2 emission. The coloring was
done via categorizing countries into 6 equally
dense bins for per capita CO2 emission.

The muted color palette was inspired by
Gene Davis’ Apricot Ripple (above).

Out There in The Air

treemapart.wordpress.com

Although I conceived treemaps for purely

further provocations to the images in this

functional purposes (understanding the

collection.

allocation of space on a hard drive), I was
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always aware that there were aesthetic

The Singing Mondrian
This data set contains artist data from
Last.fm. On their 10 year anniversary,
Last.fm published a list of top 100
artists based on their popularity as per

I explored the possibility of treemap art

user data. From that list, we have taken
the top 20 artists, the total number of
times their tracks were ‘scrobbled’ or
played, and the number of unique

choices in making appealing treemaps,
such as the layout, color palette, and,
aspect ratio of the entire image. Also

listeners for each artists. We also
identified broad genres of the artists
based on their most popular tags.
The boxes represent individual artists
where the size of the box is the number
of times their tracks were played while
the color represents the genre of the
artist – rock is white, alternative is
blue, pop is yellow and hip-hop is red.
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This visualization were inspired by Piet

The Better Players

Mondrian‘s compositions with red,
yellow, and blue colors. The above one

This dataset of 441 players in the National Basketball Association is organized into 29 teams. For each player

is titled “Composition C (no.III), with
Red, Yellow and Blue”.

area indicates number of points scored and color indicates number of personal fouls. Darker, redder colors
indicate more personal fouls. There is clearly a wide range of scoring and personal fouling, but the large green

several years ago with my cousin Tobi
Sznajderman, a jeweler, who I

rectangles highlight those who manage to score many points while avoiding personal fouling.

commissioned to make me a set of

The Singing Mondrian

The Better Players

certain treemaps were inherently

treemap cufflinks based on the top ten

interesting because of the data displayed

songs on the itunes list:

or patterns revealed.
Colored rectangular regions have been a
popular theme in 20th century art, most
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notably in the work of Piet Mondrian,
whose work was often suggested to have

Dazzling Talks
This visualization shows statistics about
certain TED talks. The dataset was
compiled by Sebastian Wernicke for his
TED talk on Lies, damned lies and
statistics. Each of the boxes represents the
engagement score for a certain TED talk.
The colors depend on the total number of
del.icio.us bookmarks for that certain TED
talk. The coloring was done in 8 equally
dense bins with pink being highest and red
being lowest. The colors here try to capture
the variety and charismatic excellence of
the TED talks.

We Are the World
The dataset was collected from World Bank’s
website. The size of the boxes represent
urban population count of countries. They are
colored according to the urban population
growth percentage - negative values are
colored magenta. Positive values start at light
purple and then gradually shift to dark purple
and then yellow for higher values.

Dazzling Talks

We Are the World

close affinity with treemaps. Not all his

The treemaps were developed at the

designs are treemaps, but many are. His

University of Maryland

choice of colors, aspect ratios, and layout

Human-Computer Interaction Lab
starting in 1990 and have a significant

are distinctive, so simulating them with a
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treemap is not as trivial as you might

Blooming Businesses
This dataset was collected from World Bank’s
Doing Business website. The dataset contains
new firm count (the number of newly registered
corporations during the calendar year) and new
firm density (the number of newly registered
limited liability companies per 1,000
working-age people) for all countries for
individual years from 2004 to 2011.

think. Gene Davis’s large horizontal
paintings with vertical stripes of many
colors were more easily generated with

In the visualization, the box size represents
new firm count and the colors represent various
degrees of firm density - grey is lowest, then
yellow, orange and teal is highest. The
countries are grouped into major economic
groups. The countries are again subdivided into
different years. There are 864 records in this
dataset.
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Urban Blues
The dataset was collected from World Bank’s website. This contains urban population count, and annual urban
population growth percentage for all countries for the year 2010. We filtered the data to include countries with
urban population of 20 million or more. This resulted in 36 records. The box sizes represent urban population
count for individual country.

The color theme was inspired by several of
Josef Albers’ Homage To The Square series,
including the above one (Homage To The
Square: Park).

The wide horizontal layout and vertical stripes are inspired by Gene Davis’s style. Countries with negative
urban population growth are colored in pink – here we find only Ukraine under this criteria. Other countries are
colored in a black to blue scale where black represents zero urban population growth and blue represents the
highest among this countries (6.25%).

history. Our software tool to produce
treemaps is free to download and use:
www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/treemap

Blooming Businesses

Urban Blues

slide-and-dice treemap algorithms. The

Several interesting treemaps are available

rectangles in Josef Albers “Homage to the

to explore at the Hive Group website,

Square” or Mark Rothko’s imposing

which has licensed our software. Their

paintings are not treemaps, but these

examples include itunes, nutrition,
earthquakes, politics, etc. The treemaps

works influenced our artistic
explorations. Other modern artists such
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The New World

as Paul Klee, Kenneth Noland, Barnett
Newman, and Hans Hofmann gave

The dataset was collected from World Bank’s
website. In this strip treemap, the box sizes
represent population density of people per
sq. km of land area. The color represents
annual urban population growth percentage.
Negative values are colored in less darker
brown. Positive values are colored from
yellowish brown (0%) to dark brown (6.25%).
The data is filtered to have countries with
population density of 100 or more people per
sq. km of land area (91 records).

The New World

The Men and Women of
Red, White and Blue
For this visualization, US population data
for 2012 was collected from Census.gov.
This dataset contains state-wise total
population and percentage of 18+
population for the year 2012. The box
size represents total population of a state
and the color varies as per the
percentage of 18+ population.
The red, white and blue colors were
chosen to represent the US, with
gradients to allow more accurate
representations of the data. The color
binning was adjusted to bring darker blue
regions to the upper left.

The Men and Women of Red, White and Blue

generated with other commercial tools
such as Macrofocus TreeMap and
Panopticon show a variety of styles as do

